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I S .  ABSTRACT 
In order to develop a better understanding of separation processes in binary 
miscibility gap metal alloys , model t ranspnrent fluid systems are  being studied. The 
system selected was diethylene glycol-et hyl salicylate (DEG IES) which has convenient 
working temperat ures (288- 35OK)  , low toxicity, and i s  relatively easy to  purify. 
The system is well characterized with respect to i ts  phase diagram, density, surface 
and interfacial tensions, viscosity nnd other pertinent physical properties. Studies 
of migration of the dispersed phase in a thermal gradient were performed using 
conventional photo microscopy. Velocities of the droplets of the dispersed phase 
were measured and compared to calculated rates which included both Stokes and 
thermal components. A holographic microscopy system was used to study growth , 
coalescence, and particle motions. Sequential holograms allowed determination of 
particle size distribution changes with respect to time and temperat ure. Hobgraphic 
microscopy is capable of recording particle densities up to 107 particle;/crnf and is 
able to resolve pnrticles of the order of 2 to 3 p m  in diameter throughout the entire 
volume of the test cell. Holography offers advantages over other optical techniques. 
The reconstructed hologram produces a wavefront that i s  identical to the original 
wavefront as it  existed when the hologram was made. The reconstructed wavefront 
is analyzed us1 ,g a vuriet y of conventional optical methods. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
OPTICAL STUDIES OF A MODEL BINARY 
MI SCIBILITY GAP SYSTEM 
Inrmiscible materials are liquids that have limited mutual solubflity, Immisdble 
liquid systems, commonly called emulsions, occur in a wide variety of chemical processes 
I and products. Such processes as  latex formation, waste water treatment , enhanced oil 
recovery, and the manufacjure of products such as  paints and photographic films involve 
emulsions. Emulsions also play an important role in certain biological systems. Thus, 
an increased understanding of immiscible liquid systelner would be uweful to a wide variety 
of industries. 
Within NASA , two-component metallic systems with a liquid phase miscibility gap 
are currently of interest because of recent space processing experiments [ 1,2] .  Occa- 
sionally new materials composed of homogeneous combinations of solid dihigersed materials 
are found to exhibit new characteristics. For example, bulk properties such as  super- 
conductivity and semjmnductor-like behavior were found to depend on the fineness of 
the dispersed phase in the immiscible alloy [ 3 , 4 ]  . 
The formation of immiscible alloys involves n complex seiies of events. On cooling 
an initially homogeneous metallic melt through its miscibility gap, the processes of 
nucleation , growt h , coalescence , and solidification successively affect the ultimate struc- 
t ure of the alloy. Each of these processes i s ,  in tu rn ,  affected by factors such as  
cooling ra te ,  surface energies, convection, and ~edimentation. The ultimate structure 
of an alloy i s  path dependent, so a complete understanding of solidification requires 
knowledge of structure throughout the cooling process. Because of the opaqueness of 
metals, investigations of metallic monotectic alloys are handicapped since they can only 
analyze the final alloy structure. A way around this problem is  to design a model 
6 immiscible composed of transparent materials (e. g. , organics, H20, etc. ) I5.61. This 
type of system can then be observed using optical techniques. Advantages of studying 
model mtlterials include convenient experimental cvnditions which are relatively easy to 
, control, and their transparency allows continuous observation of the entire cooling 
process. Thus,  nucleation, growth, cocl;escence, bulk phase separation, fluid t rans-  
port,  and solidification effects can each be studied separately and their influence on 
ultimate structure deduced. 
There are two basic met hods of two phase formation from the homogeneous phase, 
nucleation and spinodal decomposition [7,8] . Nucleation i s  said to occur when the dis- 
persed phase forms spherical shapes, which it does by overcoming an energy barrier 
and forming around a nucleus. Spinodal decomposition occurs when a solution i s  cooled 
into the spinodal region of the phase diagram and nucleation has not taken place. The 
dispersed phase in this case forms as thin alternating regions within the congruent 
phase. A s  the two phases separate, the denser fluid will begin to sink to the bottom of 
the test cell due to gravity. On Earth, in systems with relatively large density differ- 
ences between the two phases, buoyant forces are a major cause of phase separation. 
The phase that has formed spherical shapes, o r  particles, will mntinue to increase 
in size by certain growth processes. Met b d s  of growth include diffusional growth , 
ooalescence , and Ostwald ripening. Diffusional powt  h occurs when the prevbunly 
nucleated particles continue to absorb the solute material out of the matrix phase. 
Coalescence i s  an important factor in that two particlas that collide will combine to form 
a larger particle. Finally, Ostwald ripening, a process that was discovered by W. 
Ostwald around 1900 [91, i s  a process in  which small particles tend to diffuse back into 
the matrix phase; the larger particlee tend to preferentially grow by diffusion. The 
larger particles thus absorb the solute material out of the host phtlse. In other words, 
small particles become smaller and large particles become l a r p r .  
By reducing gravity to g as in  an orbiting spacecraft , buoyancy driven b 
septwation is virt uully eliminated. Hcsrever , in the reduced gravity environment , separa- 
tion processes w hick were of less significance on Earth become the dominating effects. 
Several solidification experiments were performed in low gravity in which separation was 
I) 
much greater than would be expected based solely on buoyant forces [ lo ,  111. In a 
3 demonstration of emulsion stability in low-g on Skylab, Krytox oil ( p  = 1.86 g/cm ) and 
water showed no tendency to separate [12]. No thermal, solutal, or  solidification effects 
were operative in  this demonstration. Thus ,  it i s  postulated that these effects caused 
the unwanted separations obtained in the solidification flight experiments. 
In order  to better understand these separation processes, the model system, Ethyl 
Salicylnte-Diet hylene Glycol (ES /DEG) , i s  being used to et udy phenomena occurring 
inside the nriscibility gap. This report covers the results of two typas of optical studies 
designed to investigate separation phenomena : 
1) A holographic system was used to study growth, coalescence, and particle 
motions. Sequential holograms were taken as  the sample was coolod below the coexistance 
curve. From these holograms particle s i m  distributions with respect to time and tempera- 
t ure were determined. Resolution of particles from 2 to 3 pm i s  possible from the 
hologram. 
2) Conventional photomicroscopy was used t o  study thermal migration of tho dis- 
persed phltse. Upward velocities of the more dense phase (induced by variations of the  
interfacial tension with temperat ure)  were measured and compwed with theory . 
11. PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA FOR DIETHYLENE GLYCQIJIET HYL SILICYLATE 
Diet hylene glycol and ethyl salicylate are relatively safe to handle, non volatile , 
easy to purify, and the  system has a convenient working temperature range ( <  345 K). 
The low working temperature8 allow the w e  of water baths for temperature control. 
Commercial reagent grade materials purchased from Fisher were purified by 
vacuum distillation. Each material was distilled through a packed column three times 
and the middle fraction was collected. The final fractions were collected at 7 torr  at 
370.3 2 0.2 K (ethyl salicylate) and 395.3 i: 0.2 K (diet hylene glycol). 
The phase boundary for this system was determined by refractive index measure- 
ments and by clear point observations near the critical solution temperature. A calibra- 
tion curve of refractive index versus composition and temperature was prepared in order 
to measure the  phase diagram. Figures 1 and 2 s l low these refractive index curves. 
The phase diagram determined by this technique is showri in ',2igure 3. Reference 13 
gives further details of t Ns work. 
A Westphal balance was used to determine densities of various solutions of DBGIES 
from 0 to  100 mole % ES versus temperature. A jacketed cell through which water wee 
circulated to control temperatures contained the sample. The cell wa8 placed in a 
chamber purged with filtered dry  nitrogen. Tables I(a) and (b) give the results of 
t hese measurements. Figure 4 shows graphically the density differences for the eaturated 
phases versus temperat ure. 
A sample cell and dry nitrogen chamber sim?lar to that used in the density measure- 
ment work was utilized in obtaining surface tensions of tlre DEGJES system, Immediately 
prior to  measurement , the surface of the fluid was skimmed off using a pipette connected 
to a vacuum pump through a cold trap to prevent back diffusion of oil. This removed 
any surface contaminants. A DuNsuy ring suspended f r o m  e Cahn electrobalnnce was 
I used to measure the surface tensiona. Figure 5 shows surface tension with respect to 
temperature for various compositions of DEG /ES . 
b The same apparatus was used to measure interfacial tensions. The two phases 
were allowed to equilibrate in the thermoslated sample contuiner. The DuNouy ring was 
passed t hrough t Ele interface to make a measurement, Figure 6 presents the results of 
these meas~rernent~o. The interfacial tensifin was found to be 
A Wells-Brookfield microviscometer was used to measure viscosity. The sample 
cup of this viscometer i s  jacketed so that viscosity versus temperature can easily be 
measured. This instrument gives accuracies of tl percent of the range used. The 
spindle and rotation speed used in a measurement determine! the range. Viscost~y versus 
temperature of four compositions were measured : pure DEC , pure ES , and the  two equi- 
librium phases at 20°C. The latter two were the compositions uaed in the thermal migra- 
tion studies described in Section I V  of this report. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of 
these measurements. 
111. PARTICLE GROWT HICOALESCENCE STUDIES 
4 
A .  Experiment a1 Set up 
1. Holographic Techniques. Holography i s  unique in that it records both ampli- 
tude and phase information from the test cell [ 1 4 ] .  In doing this,  the wavefront that 
was coming from the test cell at the time the hologram was made i s  stored in a photo- 
graphic material permanently . When t he hologram is  reconstructed , the identical wave- 
front i s  reproduced ; in other words, an exact three-dimensional image of the object is 
obtained. This remnstructed image can then be investigated by several optical tech- 
niques. For example, microscopy can be used except that now the entire test cell can 
be investigated for each moment of time that a hologram was taken. Thus, by investi- 
gating the image of the test cell from a hologram, the limitations of normal microscopy 
(i.e. , small field of view and narrow depth of focus) are eliminated. 
Holography hae lonq been used to measure small particle8 (15-191. Xoloqramn era 
usually made from the interference between two beams of lwsr  light, en object beam, 
and a refe~ence beam. The object beam ie mado incident on the object wbm the lamer 
light is randomly phase-shifted. The reference beam i s  unchanged so that when the two 
beams mincide on the film, they interfere with one another and crset4 a hrologram. Then, 
when t he developed film is  re-illuminated with the reference beam, a three-dimensbnal 
image of the object ie obtdned. 
The following in-line holographic system was wed to investigate the dynamic8 of 
immiscible fluids (20) (Fig. 9). The laser used in the const ructbn system w u  o Coher- 
ent Radiation argon ion laeer. The wavelength used was 0.5145 pm at a power of 1 W. 
The output was in the TEM, mode and the coherence length of the laser was approxi- 
* 
mataly 1 m. The laser beam passes through a spatial filter which produces a uniformly 
intense axpanding beam of light. A collimatirrg lens (focal length 100 mm, diameter 42 
mm) is used to collect the expanding beam and collimate it. The collimating lens has a 
properly matched focal length and diameter so that almost 100 percent of the expanding 
# 
beam from the spatial filter is converted to t h  c~l1imatec.I beam. Using such a lens aids 
in keeping the light intensity reaching the film as high as possible so that exposure times 
can be kept short. The c~llimated light then pusses through a focusing lens (focal length 
50 mm, diameter 63 m m )  where the beam is  focused. The test volume lies I atween the 
focal point of the focusing lens and the film plane. The focusing lens and the spatial 
filter each produce divergent beams of light. However, the angle of divergence i s  
grehter from the focusing lens than it is from the spatial filter. It was determined 
experimentally that i t  i s  the greater angle of divergence that improves the resolution of 
this system over mnventional in-line holographic microscopy raystems. 
While this apparat us has a resolution of 2 y m ,  there are two disadvantages ( I )  the 
aone of light from the focusing lens limits the maximum test volume size and (2) optical 
aberrations are created. Coma aberration is caused by the large degree of curvature 
of the focusing lens. The further off the optical axis that the particles lie, the more 
severe the aberration becomes. However, the aberration crbn be corrected during the 
reconstruction of the hologram. 
The holographic reconsicruction system that was used to reconstruct and magnify 
the hologrems taken in the construction system is  diagrammed in Figure 10. The laser 
used in the reconstruction system is another argon ion laser with the same characteristics 
as the one \wed in the co~struction system. The laser beam passes through a spatial 
filter to produce a uniform-intensity, expanding beam thnt is  incident upon the vidicon 
tube of a television camera. The hologram to be reconstructed i s  positioned near the 
spatial filter. In this manner u real image of the test cell is prod\iced from the hologram 
and is projected onto the television camera. The depth of focus of this aystem was . 
determined empirically to be on the order of 100 y m .  Since the test  elt ti: used for these 
tests have a path length of 100 p m  , the entire depth of the cell can ba examined wit b u t  
moving the hologt-am along the optical axis of the reconstruction system. By moving 
the hologram in the x- y directions of the plane of focus, the entire volume of the 
test cell can be investigated. 
Note that there are no lens between the test cell and filru in  the construction 
system or  between the film and the television camera in the remnstructbn system, 
The hologram itself can be considered to act a3 a lens that amtributes the recon- 
st r uct ion magni Wcnt ion of the system with the television camera contributing electronic 
magnification. T he remaining portion of t he overall magnification comes from the 
divergent beam used in the construction system. Since the hologram acts as a lens, 
different magnificat ions result when moving I he hologram along the optical axis to 
view the different portions of ttw test cell. Thin variation of mbgniflcaticr, can lw 
accountecl for und is  doscribed in detdl  in a pm;:sw paper (211. The reconrrtrwt'isn 
systonl has u runlfe of rnugrtification rangtng from i h  to rrlmwt 1200X even t b u g h  no 
magnification lens are used. 
A s  was mentioned enrlior, aberrations are introduced into the hologram from 
tho focusing lons that is used. Ther~e aberrations can h l  minimized through proper 
reconstructbr.r tochniclues [22] . The construction system cauaes positive aoma in the 
partirrlos that are not on the optical axis, By reconstructing the teat cell image 
throuiyh the same lens, negative coma of tho proper magnitude can be introduoed. 
Tho positive ca~iia nnd rlegntive coma cancel each otkr*,  thus correcting this type of 
aberrnt ion. 
t 
The equipment used to measure the size distribution of the particles isr built by 
Ueusch and Lomb und is known as the Omnioon Autometed Feature Analysis System 
L (Pig. 11). It is wniposod of a computer procesmr, the sizing eleatmnica, television 
armera and mo;~itor, gray lev01 threstlold box, CRT-keyboard, and a lirie printer. 
Tho init~ge incideh:t on the vidicxin tube ptaducds co r r e~pnd ing  voltages in the tube 
which ore sent to rhe sizing electronics. When the voltage of a camera scan line 
exceeds a particular threshold voltage set by the gray level threshold box, that part 
of the image is identified as n feature to be measured. This system is  capable of 
measuring different types of parameters, such as  area (including or  excluding holee), 
longest dimension , projected j c - > * g ! r ,  and Feret 'a diameter. 
The optics system was tested to determine its ability to reoord and measure a 
particle distributiorl. A comparimn test between normal microscopy and holographic 
m~croscopy was dlevised. The Omnioon system has an automated microeoope with 
w Llch samples can be measured automatically. The microscopy stage has motorized 
x-y axes translators which are controlled by the computer. Samples of glass spheres 
of unknown size were placed on a microscope slide and measured with the Omnicon 
system. About 90,000 particles were counted to obtain a p o d  statistical distribution, 
Next e quantity of the same spheres was suspended in silicone oil in a test cell and 
tl hologram was taken. After the reconstruction system had been calibrated, the 
hologrum containing the glass spheres was measured by the Omniaon system. The 
distributions measured by normal microscopy and holographic microscopy are seen to 
be in p o d  agreement (Fig. 12) .  
Another important test was to determine the highest particlo density that could 
2 3 be recorded, Holograms were made of the following particle densities, 10, 10 , 10 , 
5 l o 4 ,  and 10 partides/cm3. The particles were contained in a test cell that was 1 cm 
in depth along the optical axis. The holograms were examined in the reconstruction 
system for the quality of the image (Fig. 13). It is seen that the best holograms 
3 
were produced at particle densities lass than or  equal to 10 perticles~dm3, far 
4 3 holograms at 10 particleslcm3, and poor holograms at lo5 particleslcm . 
Higher particle densities should be possible if the path length is reduced. To 
test this,  a 1-mm path length test cell was obtained and the following particle densi- 
3 4 6 ties used, 10 , 10 , lo5, and 10 perticles/cm3. By decreasing the volume by one 
order of magnitude, the highest particle density that could be recorded increased by 
one order of magnitude (Fig. 14). 
3 2, Test Apparatus. DEG has a density of 1.12 gmlom and an index s f  refrac- 
3 tion of 1,447, while BS hes a density of 1.13 gnlJcm and an index of retraction sf 
1.523 (231. The only reqlrlmment of the indices of refraction of the two liquids is 
that they differ at least on ihe order of 0.01. If the indices of refraction were 
identical, the  laser light would not be diffracted by the separating phase and thus 
would not be observed. 
5 7 3 Calculations indioated that particle densities of 10 to 10 particlesJcm could be 
expected. Since by decreasing the path length of the test cell, higher particle den- 
sities could be holographed, a test cell of 100-pm thickness along the optical axis was 
selected (Fig, 15). The reconstructed holograms show particle densities that are 
7 3 
calculated to be of the order of 10 particles/cm (Fig. 16). Thus,  by u~ling thin 
test cells, extremlrjly high particle densities can be used. It i s  recognized that ,  with 
such t hln cells, wall effects may become significant . However, the  majority of the 
particles do not, nucleate on the walls and a m  small emugh ( <  20 urn) that wall 
effects are not felt to be a severe problem in this study. 
Temperat ure cont roO of this experinlent is very import ant. A temperature 
gradient acrose the test cell may cause particle motion by convection which could 
interfere with the mechanisms of separation and growth. To produce on isothermal 
environment, the test cell waF '.laced in a temperature bath (Fig. 17) .  The tempera- 
ture bath is a plexiglass box encased in insulating material with two optical windows. 
4 stirrer i s  placed in the tempervt ure bath so that the water i s  well stirred. A 
circulating water bath i s  used to control temperature, The thermometer used to 
meablure the temperature in the bath i s  a Hewlett-Packard quartz thermometer that has 
art accuracy of 0.1 m K .  
The temperature colitrol system that was used to regulate the  temperature of the 
water bath was an RTE-8 refrigerated circulating bath that i s  built by the Neslab 
Corporation. The water i s  continuously filtered through a 0.2 micron filtering system. 
The filtering system is  a passive filter and i s  available from the Millipore Corporation. 
With this system, the temperature bath i s  stabiliaod to 20.5 K .  
B . Experimental Procedure 
To obtain a sample for tho experimont, approximately equal amounts of purified 
DEG and ES were added in an isothermal separating chamber (Pig. 18). The iso- 
thermal separating chamber has a thermal jacket controlled by u temperttture bath. 
The temperature of the bath was set above the consolute temperature so that the two 
fluids would mix completely. The temperature was then lowered to a point on the 
DEG-ES phase diagram that was to be investigated. After a day, the fluid in the 
separating tube would be separated into two layers. The top layer would be DEG 
rich and the bottom layer would be ES rich. For example, if the temperature of the  
bath had been set at 298 K, the top layer would be 19 mole % ES , while the bottom 
layer would be 92 mole % ES. The top layer is then drawn off and loaded into a 
test cell. The cloud point temperature of this example would be 298 K (Fig. 3). 
The temperature in the water bath in the optics system is kept above the tem- 
perature at which the test sample fluid was drawn out of the separating tube. After 
a few hours at this elevated temperature, the temperature of the bath and test cell 
have stabilized. The temperature i s  then quenched to just below the cloud point 
temperature. It i s  at this point that the nucleation, separation, and growth will!occur, 
A reference hologram i s  made o l  the  teat cell after thd ndds have stabilized at 
the temperature above the cloud point tsmperat ure. As the temperature ie decreased, 
a few holograms are taken to ensure nothing occurs above the cloud point ttarnperature. 
Whsn the temperature bebw the cloud paint temperature rs reached, a hologram ia 
taken about every minute ( M g ,  19). The actual exposure time of each hologram is 
3 to 5 msec. The film that i s  used i s  Agfa-Qaevert 10E-56 high-resolution hobgvaphic 
f i lm.  The development process of this film is 8 st andtrrd black and white film devolop- 
ment procedure; details of this process are found in Reference 20, 
C. Results 
The developed holograms were placed in the reconstruction system and analyzed 
with the Omnimn system. Orte particular sequence of  hologram^^ demonstrates nuclea.. 
tion, diffusional growth, and coalescence (Fig. 20 a through e) ,  [Each figure 
corresponds to holograms 1 1 4  thmugh 118 shown in the thermal history curve /iRg. 
19). A s  can be seen, at no time during this series was the cell in thermodyn,amic 
equilibrium, since the temperature drops throughout the entire series,] In t'Ns par- 
ticular example, Figure 20a shows nucleation and the early growth of the separating 
phdse . Figures 20b, 20c, and 20d demonstrate growth by diffusional processes ; 
that i s ,  the separated phase grows by ab~orb ing  more solute out of the matrix phase. 
Figures 20b and 20c also indicate tho nucleation of new particles. Notice that Figure 
20d contains a higher number of particles at i ts peak than Figure 20c does. However, 
the overall width of Figure 20c i s  wider than Figure 2Od. What has probably occurred 
is that the particles in the 12- to 14 -  y m  diameter region grew at a faster rate than 
the particles in the 14-  to 18-prn diameter region of Figure 20c. That i s ,  the smaller 
particles grew faster than the larger particles, thus creating the larger, narruwer 
peak of Figure 20d. This i s  the opposite observation which one would expect with 
Ostwald Ripening; however, this system was being cooled and was not in thermal 
equilibrium. Finally, Figure 20e demonstrates coalescence. Instead of one fairly 
sharp peak as in Figure 20d there are now three distinct peaks; this i s  caused by the 
aoalescence of particles. That i s ,  the sharp single peak in Figure 20d has been 
depleted by some of the particles in that peak combining with other particles to form 
two peaks that are apparent in Figure 2 b .  
Growth rates can be calculatsd from the graphs obtained. For example, Figure 
20d peaks at 10 ym, while Figure 20c peaks at 1 4  ym; the separation of time between 
the two holograms that the curves were taken from ia 6 min. Thus,  the growth rate 
is found to be 11 nm/sec. The nucleation and g~owt h of the separating phase can be 
observed directly from photographs taken from the sories of holograms 113 through 
118 (Figs. 21a through f ) .  These photographs are composites of pictures that cover 
2 
approximately 0.07 cm of a 1.58 cm2 test cell. Figure 221 aslows the test cell at a 
time the temperatitre was above the cloud point temperature when the two fluids were 
mixed in a homogeneous solution. Figure 21d shows particle growth again, and one 
can begin to detect some particle motion. Figure 21e again depicts particle growth, 
but now particle motion io readily detected. Finally, Figure 21f shows mom particle 
growth and motion and coalescence of particles. 
Particle motion can also be demonstrated fkom holograms 114 to 118. Series of 
photographs were taken from different locations of the  test call. Ey placing plastic 
overlays over the photographs and charting the subsequent positions of the  particles, 
particle motion i s  shown (Fig. 22). Particle velocities can be calculated using the 
time separation between the hologrms. 
IV, THERMAL MIGRATION STUDIES 
Several factors influence the separation of a two-phase partklly miscible liquid 
system cooled below its coexistence curve. A s  drops of the elapereed phase form 
during cooling their density beoomes different from the matrix phaue since them twa 
phaees now have different chemical mmpositions. In a gravity environment this 
density difference i s  pnerally a major cnuse of separation as the lighter material 
rises and the heavier one sinks. In the absence of a gravity field, o r  in a very weak 
one, such buoyancy ef febt s become negligible and other factors predominate. 
One of the effects which becomes n etrong consideraticla in low-g i s  motion of 
the drops due to vuriationa in interfacial tension from one side of the drag to the 
b 
other. This motion can lead to separation of the two phdses as does settling of the 
heavier phase in one-g, Two phenomena leading to an interfacial tension gradient 
are the existence of thermal gradients in the oystem and the presence of mncentra- 
tion gradients . Partially miscible systems subjected to a t hermal gradient experience i 
both of these phenomena since concentration is  temperat ure dependent. 
I 
I 
The experiments and analysis reported here consider only thermal interfacial 
tension gradient effects , nlt h u g h  it ie agreed that concent ration effects also influence 
the motion of the drops. A more t h o u g h  analysis of concentration effects ie planned 
h future studies. The present work shows that interfacial tension gradients are a 
significant mechanism of Reparation in a two liquid phase system and that the existing 
theory of thermal migrntion at least qualitatively predicts the magnitude of the effect. 
The DECJIES system is an excellent one for ground-based stcrlies of thermal 
migration, The density differences of the two phases are small enough 8~ that the 
Stokes velocity of small drops of the heavier ES-rich phase i s  rather slow allowing 
tho observation of other effects. Interfacial tension gradients as a function of tem- 
perature are sufficient to give thermal migration velocities an order of magnitude 
greater than the calculatdd Stokes velocity. I 
i 
A .  Experiment a1 Set up 
Tha samples were prepared by mixing purified DEG and ES at near the critical 
oomposition in the jacketed separatory funnel described in a previc.gs section of this 
paper. Circulating hot water from a water bath around the funnel heated the mixture 
into the homogeneous region. The bath temperature was then lowered to 293 K and 
the phase$$ allowed to settle and equilibrate for at least 24 hr. All runs reported in 
this secti,on used the top phase (DEG-rich) at 298 K .  By using this composition, 
helavier ES-rich drops will form when the solution is cooled below 293 K .  Under 
isothermal conditions, these drops settle slowly. In a tsmperat ure gradient any 
upward motion not accompanied by a prevailing convective pattern is attributed to 
interfacial tension gradient effects . 
Figure 23 shows the appnratus used for these experiments. A standard 1 x 
1 em spectrophotometer cell contained the sample. The base for the cell was a 
thermoelectric device, providing a controllable cold plate. A water cooled heat sink 
removed w aste heat from the t hermoeloct ric device. A specially designed stainless 
steel, plug, threaded at the top, fit into the cell and served as the hot plate. A 
standard soldering iron and rheostat controlled the hot plate temperature. The plug 
gassed thrs~a~h u teflon fitting to minimize heating of the gluss walls of the cell. 
A coppc?r/co:~itontnn thermocouple inside the hot plate and one adjacent to the bottom 
of the cell monitored temperatures. Heating from the top and amling from the bottom 
stabilized the system against buoyancy-driven convection, 
A Carl Zeiss stereo microscope was the imaging system for a 16-mm Bolex camera 
which operated at 1 2  frames per second to record the motion of ES -rich drops in the 
DEG-rich matrix flsili. A field of view of approximately 2 x 3 mm was obtained. A 
wire of known diameter was photographed inside the fluid after the tests to obtain 
exact magnification factors,, 
B . Experiment a1 Pmcedure 
A typical experiment consists of filling the cell with bmogeneous DEGIES solu- 
tion and positioning the cell on the cold plate. Careful insertion of the hot plate 
eliminates trapped air bubbles which would interfere with the heat transfer from the 
hot plate. The temperat ure gradient i s  established and allowed to equilibrate. Almost 
immediately after imposing the gradient, a cloud of ES-rich particles forms in the 
lower part of the cell. This cloud is initially so densely populated by small particles 
that , with the optics used , they can not be individually observed. However, as the 
particles grow and the gradient becomes established, the particles begin to move 
upward against gravity into a thinly populated area where their motions are filmed. 
T he ternperat ures are recorded periodically until steady state is reached. After 
focusing on drops in the field of view, photography begins. Knowing the frame rate 
and t he magnification factor , drop si zes and velocities are detelamined froi,,, film, 
C.  Results 
I f  the direction of the gravity vector is taken as positive, then the velocity of 
a droplet in ti thermal gradient is given by the expression [24,25] , 
where 
p and p ' = the viscosities of the matrix and dispersed phases respectively, 
p and p1 = their densities, 
h and h1 = thermal conductivities, 
R = radius of a drop, 
d y/dT = interfacial tension gradient with respect to temperature 
dT /dx = thermal gradient and 
g = the acceleration due to gravity a 
2 T 1~ R tern) reflects thermnl veloorty and the H torbm tho Stokos contribution. Tho 
smttll drops ino t hese nxperinlents and tho  small density differences involved (A p (L 
3 0.005 gm/cm ) result in  the Stakes term 'Iselng at least an  order  of lnagnitudo smnller 
than tho thernlal term. Assuming g u n 1  thorrnrrl cc~nductivitias of the  two pharses 
(h = h') then Tc I- dT/dx .  
A linear temperature profile wtis  mssumed in  cnlculttting fluid properties rind 
expected vebcities . Act utll velocities uro goner8t\lly less t llan cralci~ltlted values. In 
o ther  words, tho d m p s  n~ovo more slowly in the upwnrd direction ( towa~d  the twt 
pllda) t han they should according to  the  thoory used. Table 2 shows tho calculttt,ed 
i n d  actlml velocities for  severnl drops.  Ttre t%tio. Vcnlcultltod/Vtnunsl,rBd (VoIVa) 
i s  elso given and i s  used a s  an index of trgroonlent botwaen thoory and oxpe,rlmontnl 
rasults. Met~siirod velocities a r e  i n  p o d  qunlilnt ive npeernent with the theovy. Dis- 
crepancies betweon Vc and V ,  can be oxplaintxi by several1 factors and further experi- 
ments uro planned to  account for ttlese. A brief discusfiion of  the influonoing paratne- 
to rs  and their  effect on  the exyeri~nental results follr?ws. 
Experinlentti1 nlerrsuren~erlt s which tlre potent ial sources of error trre ( 1  ) tomyore- 
t ures of the  trot tlnd cold plates, (2)  d ~ w p  rtldius , nnii (3) drop velocity. Intrccw8ncles 
in temperature monsurernents will lettd to  an e r ror  in  tho dl' /dx used ; tilo irnplicationbi 
of tllis a re  the same a s  those of ussunling a linear profile.  The drop  radius nrsaswre- 
- 4 tilent i s  riccurnte to 21.8 )in1 and the volocity tc 21. 42 x 10 cmisec. hlagnification 
differences ctlusod by  viewing t hmtlgh different dopt hs of fliiicl were nli~rinli~oil by 
tneasuring the  velocities of drops in c~ppn~)xirnntely t lle stlme foccrl ylut~o. T able 3 
indicates the effect of ~noasurement ert*oxv on  V C ; V ,  . for  n given dlwp , rionrint~l R = 
20.9 pm and nolninal measured velocity = 1.43 * 10' ' ca/nec.  Mt~xiolum er ror  causocl 
by oxperilnenttrl error  in  velocity and radi us rneas urcrllont is 220 percent. 
The present apparntus does not tlllow for a dilwoct check of the  tenipertkturus 
inside tho fluids; so linelrr tliermnl profile ~tcls assunled between the hot and oolcl 
plrttes. Since the hot and cold plate t emperat ul'os brnclcetod the clmbient tsmpornt ure , 
heat losses which would lead to ti nonlinenr profile were ~~ldtrirniz~d. A l lonlin~nr 
profile near the hot plate would affect the vel~~ci t ies  sbso~*ved , bectliise all the drops 
were within 1 to 2 rnm of this plotc. Since the Stoksls con~yonont is indopendetlt of 
dT /dx (except for vcrriations of A I>) , the  effect Bs 1itnitc.d to t!w thoternal velocity 
wluch is un order of  magnitude greater than the Stokes contribution. Referring to  the 
velocity equc~tion , it earl be seen t,hnt the  velocity is p~rrportionnl to any vnrinnce in 
dT /ux.  'l' he grudient wcts nrecisured on t he out side of tho cell botween t 110 coll w trll 
clnd the insulntioln to arrive at an ostirr\nto of the nonlinottrity existing in the fluid. 
An er ror  of tlppn~ximately +I0 percent i s  possiblo froill the  ossutnption of a corlstant 
grt~dient .
The mi8mcstch between the therslul conductivities of the glnss coll wnlls and tho 
l)EC/ES and the fact t h d  two wells a re  not i n s u l e t ~ i  lend to r~orrlirrear isotherms 
witlun the test volume. This i s  evidenced by a bowed cloud front dur ing  the  oxperi- 
ment . A residual convective flow ctiused by this conclition would affect velocities. 
I f  suclr flow i s  presont , i t s  magnitude i s  sig'nificctntly loss tiit~n the thern~ally inducecl 
drop ntotion since in no tlrea of the cell were drops seen with (1 downward velocity. 
Experinlent s using nelst rnlly buoyent t racer  particles sllould clnrify t Re oxistoncc of 
tiny slow convective pattern causod by nonlinenr isothex*~ns. Improvements in  coll 
dcsign mcry roduco this problem. A KC- 135 flight exparinlent is cllso planned which 
svill elitninnte convective effects. Equilibrium vnl\ies o f  property data were usc?d for 
the calculations. Future work is planned to  determine the effects of nonequilibrium 
conditions on the properties used ( p,  , h ,  and y).  
A s  drops of ESvarich phase move toward the hot plate in the  thermal gradient, 
they are at temperatures above the coexistence curve and are,  therefore, slowly 
dfssolving in  the DEa-rich matfix fluid a#., [ m y  rise. Refractive ii~dox changes 
caused by cancent rat ion differences re8 L:I$ i:I Q from this dissolution appear a# faint 
plumes behind the' drops. An area of 1 .c i i 1 6  ! ES concentration on the cold aide of the 
drop would decrease the interfacial tensic1 tan that side retarding the upward velodty 
as indicated in Figure 24, Actual drop velocities, being slower than the calculated I 
values, are consistent with this possibility. Therefore, this is considered an Important 
factor in these experiments, since the velodty i s  proportional to interfacial tension 
grndients. Furthel* studies are planned to clarify the magnitude of such solutal 
effects. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The use of model transparent fluid systems ~ l b w s  the study of phase separation 
processes by optical techniques not applicable to opaque systems. Holographic micro- 
scopy i s  a useful met hod of studying a variety of growth mechanisms of the dispersed 
phase including coalescence and diffusional growth. Particle motions can also be 
observed. Holography offers the advantage over other methods of being able to 
observe individual droplets over the entire test volume at any given moment during 
an experiment. A disadvantage of the met h ~ d  , as applied to two phase systems, is 
the limitation of the light path to about 100 u m  which increases the possibili+.y of 
rvall effects . 
Thermal migration velocities of droplets of the dispersed phase have been shown 
to agree qualitatively with the theory of Young, et al. Drops of the more dense I 
ES -rich phase migrated upward against gravity in an imposed thermal gradient effec- 
tively demonstrating that Murangoni forces can be a substantial influence in phase v I 
separation processes. Although the drops move more slowly than predicted, these 
discrepancies between experiment and theory are explainable in terms of the following: 1 
1) Uncertainties introduced by using property data, measured with equilibrium 
phases , under non-equilibrium conditions 
2 )  The validity of assuming a linear thermal profile within the cell 
3) Residual Raylei gh- type convection 
4) Concentration gradients caused by sol ut a1 effects. 
Experiments with more rigid control are needed to elucidate the influsnee of these 
factors. 
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Figure 2 .  Refrctctiva index, composition (ES-DEG) . 
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Figure 3. Ethyl salicylate-diet hylene glycol phase diagram. 
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Figure 4. Density versus temperature for saturated phases. ESIDEG. 
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Figure 5. Surface tension (0) versus temperature, various campositions of 
ethyl salicylate-diet hylene glycul. 
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Figure 6. LN yINT versus LN (T,-T ) for ethyl salicylate-diet hylene glycol. 
Figure 7 .  Viscosity versus temperature for DEG and DEG-rich 
phase (saturated at 20°C) . 
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Figure 8. Vismsity versus temperature for ES and ES-rich 
phase (saturated at 20°C). 
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Figure 11. Bausch and Iamb automated feature- ar.nlysis Omnimn system. 
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Figure 12. Cornpaloison of particle dispersions measured by the 
Omnioon system from normal microscopy techniques 
and holographic microscope techniques. 
3 4 Figure 13. Di ffcrcnt ptirticle densit ies  : 10 ( top)  , 10 (center)  , 
3 and 10' (bottom) particleslcm . 
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Figure 14. Different particle densities in a 1-mm pat hlength test cell. 
I.Ygure 15.  Test cell. 
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Figure 17. Holographic isot herrnd test chamber. 
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Figure 19. Thermal history and hobgraphic exposures fbr ES IDEG experiment. 
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Figure 20a. Particle size distribution ; hologram No.  114. 
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Figure 20b. Particle size distribution ; hologram No. 115. 
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Figure 20c. Particle size distribution; h>loparn No .  116. 
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Figure 206. Particle size distribution, hologram No. 117. 
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Figure 20e. Particle size distribution, hologram No .  118. 
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Figure 21a. Series of composite pbtographs : *ken f m m  holograms at a niagnification of 62X showing 
mowth of the separating (ES rich) phase. 
Figure 21b. Hologram ?;o. 114, t = 157.8  sec, :T = 0 . 5 3  K. 
Figure 21c. Hologram S o .  115. t = 39'7.8 sec. 'T = 0 . 9 6  K. 
Figure 21d. H o l o g r a m  So. 116. t = 757.8  sec. .'.T = 1.31 K .  
Figure 21e. Hologram N o .  117, t = 1297.8 see, 2T = 1.49 K .  
Figure 21f. Hologram No. 118, t = 201$.8sec, tT = 1.57 K. 
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Figure 22. Measured particle motion in variouq parts of the test cell. 
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Figure 23. Schematic o f  immiscible fluid t hermul migration wpporat us. 
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Figure 24. Relative effects of thermal and concentration gradients on 
interfacial tension driven droplet motion. 
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TABLE 1. DENSITIES OF ETHYL SALICYLATE-DIETHYLENE 
GLYCOL SOLUTIONS 
4 4  
(a) 
Mole 8 ES 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
6.614 
6.614 
6.614 
6.614 
6.614 
6.614 
24.440 
t4.440 
24.440 
24.440 
36.712 
36.712 
36.712 
69.844 
69.844 
79.578 
79.578 
79.578 
93.465 
93.465 
93.465 
93.465 
93.465 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
Density of Homogeneous 
T emperat ure ( O C  ) 
26.50 
33.60 
41.25 
50.81 
60.92 
70.20 
80.70 
30.23 
42.59 
50.79 
61.46 
70.19 
79.59 
50.52 
60.11 
69. ?2 
80.25 
68.50 
73.85 
85-72 
69.82 
80.32 
61.14 
70.43 
80.29 
41.93 
51.20 
60.50 
70.45 
80. 38 
29.80 
40.05 
51.24 
61.00 
70.22 
80.11 
(b)  Density of Saturated 
Solutions 
I 
Density (g/cn3) 
1.1150 
1.1109 
1.1048 
1.0980 
1.0907 
1.0839 
1.0754 
1.1123 
1.1037 
1.0973 
1,0895 
1.0820 
1.0752 
1.0973 
1.0899 
1.0823 
1.0740 
1.08313 
1.0793 
1.0696 
1.0827 
1.0727 
1.0913 
1.0823 
1.0732 
1.1114 
1.1024 
1.0934 
1.0833 
1.0733 
1.1235 
1.1147 
1.1038 
1.0942 
1.0853 
1.0759 
Phases 
Tempernt ure (OC) 
15.00 
25.00 
35.00 
45.00 
55.00 
a 
3 Density (glcm ) 
Top Layer 
- - 
1.1160 
1.1084 
1.1015 
1.0926 
Bottom Layer 
1.1316 
1.1260 
1.1160 
1.1020 
1.0938 
. * 
TABLE 2. COMPARISON O F  MEASURED AND CALCULATED 
VEIDCITIES I;Y)R SELECTED DROPS 
TAL3lB 3. VAI,UI!S O F  Vc/V, OBTAINED WITH MAXIMUM MEASUREMENT 
E R R O R S  OF VELOCITY AND RADIUS 
ORIGINAL PAGE ;S 
OF POOR QUALlTY 
. 
dl' /dx 
( O C  /cm) 
2 2 . 9  
2 0 . 0  
27. 9 
28. 3 
Drop Radius 
( P 11) 
23 .0  
2 7 . 9  
3 5 . 4  
1 3 . 7  
23 .0  
3 9 . 6  
2 0 . 9  
2 8 . 0  
6 1 . 7  
19. 9  
33 .1  
D 
vcJvm 
1 . 5 6  
1 . 9 0  
1 . 9 8  
1 . 2 4  
1 . 6 9  
1 . 7 2  
2 . 0 2  
1 . 0 9  
1 . 2 0  
1 . 5 0  
1 . 2 2  
b 
Measured Velocity 
V, (cmlsec) 
- 1 . 8 7  x 10:; 
- 1 . 8 4  x 
- 2 . 2 7  x 10 
- 3  
- 1 . 4 1  x l o e 3  
- 1 . 7 6  x l o e 3  
- 2 . 8 7  x 10  
- 1 . 4 3  x 10:: 
- 3 . 3 6  x 1 0 _ 3  
- 6 . 7 0  x 10  
-1 .  SO x 101; 
- 3 . 6 5  x 10 
Calclrlat ed Velocity 
Vc (cmIsec) 
- 2 . 9 1  x l o w 3  3  
-3 .W * 1013 
-4 .50  x 10  
- 1 . 7 6  x 1013 3 
- 2 . 9 7  x 10 
- 4 .  92 x 10- 
- 2 .  $a x lo-: 
- ? . 6 7  x 1013 
- 8 . 0 8  x 10 
- 2 . 6 9  x 3  
- 4 . 4 6  x 10- 
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